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StoryVirpi’s
Director and owner of Kettu Studios.
Kettu Studios is an animation, film and 
immersive media production company.
Animation could be for films, for games, 
for TV, commercials or online.

My name is Virpi Kettu. I’m the director 
and owner of Kettu Studios in Skipton. 
Kettu Studios is an animation, film 
and immersive media production 
company. Animation could be for films, 
for games, for TV, commercials or 
online. And immersive media would be 
Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality 
applications for games or phones. Daily 
work involves design, production and 
model making, using computers, pen 
and paper, making models by hand.

What are the benefits of having 
your own creative business?
Being self-employed I’m really happy 
to be able to dictate my hours so I work 
quite late and wake up quite late.

What are the challenges of 
having your own creative 
business?
I find one of the challenges of being the 
owner of a small independent business 
is it’s quite hard to get yourself known 
and heard in the area. And to get 
connected to the outside world.

What are the opportunities for a 
creative a business?
There are opportunities in the Yorkshire 
Dales, like when we did the award-
winning Katie Perry Resilience video 
here in Skipton. It was commissioned 
from Los Angeles, so working 
internationally from Skipton is possible. 
There are opportunities to be had.

What can you tell us about your 
latest project?
Recently I’ve been starting to work with 
Peel Interactive, who are a local game 
making company. We are making this 
Augmented Reality app, The Dogs 
Dales. 

Dogs Dales app is part of Dogs Dales 
intellectual property. It is linked to a 
TV series about the Dogs in the Dales. 
Once you’ve seen the TV series, or even 
without seeing it, you can come to 
Skipton and experience meeting these 
characters featured in the TV series in 
actual locations in Skipton. 

That’s my aim all the 
time, leaving positive 
marks around to 
make the world a 
better place.

What does creativity mean to 
you?
Creativity means being able to absorb 
inspiration where you are and to 
transfer it into projects. And create 
something that leaves a positive mark 
on the world.

That’s my aim all the time, leaving 
positive marks around to make the 
world a better place.

 


